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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY Council lawyer Steve Perlmutter, bow, and UM alumnus Ron Schleyer float through
the White Cliffs section of the Missouri River. (Montana Kaimln photo by Glenn Oakley.)

Wine party approved

Two CB members resign
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kalmin News Editor
and

GARY WIENS
Montana Kaimln Reporter

The resignations of two Central
Board members last night marked
the first CB meeting of the 1976-77
school year.
ASUM President Dave Hill an
nounced that off-campus delegate
Jane Burnham had resigned, effec
tive one hour before the board's 6:30
p.m. meeting, because she did not
intend to register as a University of
Montana student this quarter. Under
ASUM's regulations, all CB members
must retain their student status
throughout their terms.
Hill declined during the meeting to
reveal the second resignee's name
until receiving official notification,
but later confirmed that off-campus
delegate Wayne Knapp had informed
him that he, too, planned to resign.
Knapp later cited his own failure to
register, and his wife's pregnancy, as
his reasons for resigning.
Burnham was unavailable for
comment. Neither person attended
the meeting.
In other business, the board ap
proved a $400 special allocation that

had been requested by Hill to pay for
a student-alumni wine-tasting party.
The party is to be held in the
University Center on Oct. 8.
Burnham, who last week issued a
memo to Hill stating her reluctance
to support the plan, which will bring
alcoholic beverages to the University
Center for the first time, played no
role in the voting.
On-campus delegate Polly Young
forced a role-call vote on the ques
tion. The request passed, 16 to 2,
with Young and on-campus delegate
Frank Mitchell opposing it. Off-cam
pus delegate Jim Leik abstained.
The board also approved requests
for special allocations from the Mon
tana Kaimln for $156; the UM Soccer
Club for $150, and Campus
Recreation Director Jim Ball for
$371.
Ball, who recently assumed the
directorship of Campus Recreation,
requested the money in order to
attend a conference of members of
the National Parks and Recreation
Association in Boston, from
Oct. 15 through Oct. 22. The total
cost of the trip was estimated at $571,
but he said the university ad
ministration hasagreed to contribute

denied him the $371, he would attend
the conference anyway and pay the
difference himself.
"I feel I have a professional
obligation (to attend)," he said.
In approving the Kaimin request,
the board reversed a decision it made
during ASUM budgeting sessions
last May.
Kaimin editor Jonathan Krim told
the board that he planned to use the
money to purchase syndicated
columnist William Buckley's column
• Cont. on p. 10.

By BRUCE MOATS
Montana Kaimln Raportar

ASUM President Dave Hill said
Tuesday that he plans to expand the
Student Union Board (SUB) from
five to seven members, with each
member specializing in a certain area
of the University Center (UC).
Included in SUB’s jurisdiction are
the bookstore, the Copper Com
mons, the Gold Oak Room, the
recreation center and other facilities.
Hill pointed out that in past years
SUB members have tried to become
familiar with every department in the
UC.
"This just hasn’t been working
out," he said, because the task of
understanding the massive budget
and workings of the UC is “totally
overwhelming to most students."
Ray Chapman, UC director, called
Hill's plan to expand SUB "a good
idea.” Chapman said the increase in
specialization and number will make
the board more efficient than the
five-member board, which he said is
too small to do the.research neces
sary. He also said seven members
would give the board a "broader
base."
Last year's SUB chairman, Ellen
Anderson, said she strongly sup
ports Hill’s efforts. The reorgani
zation will allow students, through
SUB, to be “more active” in
the governing of the UC, she said.
Anderson said that "students
should really be involved” in the run
ning of the UC because each student
paid about $69 apiece this year
toward the UC.
Anderson strongly favors Hill’s
proposal to make each member more
specialized. She explained that too
much money is involved to allow

SUB members to "walk in to budget
ing cold."
Last spring, the board had each
member cover a portion of the
budget. This worked "real well," but
could have worked better if the
members had specialized in their
areas throughout the year, Anderson
said.
The only way a member can
understand the budgeting needs of a
UC department is to be involved with
it the whole year, she said.
She also agreed with Hill that there
is too much work for five members.
"We just got bogged down last year,"
she said.
The 1976-77 UC budget is just
under two million dollars; the ASUM
budget for the same fiscal year is
about $350,000. Anderson pointed
out that Central Board has 30
members to handle its budget while
SUB has only five.
Hill said he plans to appoint an
interim chairman to the board,
probably by next Wednesday. He
said that this was not a “power play"
on his part. The board’s chairman is
usually elected by the members.
He said that the appointment will
help the board "get started on the im
portant business that needs to be
done." Hill said that later in the year,
when leadership emerges, the board
could elect its chairman.
Neither Chapman nor Anderson
had any objections to Hill appointing
an interim chairman. Anderson said
the board was relatively inex
perienced because all three present
members took office last spring.
Chapman said the chairman would
help “whip the new board into ac
tion."
Hill stressed that all his proposals
were preliminary. He said he plans to
• Cont. on p. 10.

‘Gradual socialism’ policy
must be stopped, Diehl says
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kaimln Raportar

The United States government has
adopted a policy of "gradual
socialism” that must be reversed,
Republican congressional candidate
Bill Diehl told a crowd of about 100
$200.
spectators in the University Center
Ball told CB members that, if they Mall yesterday during aquestion and
answer forum.
“America needs to remove all
social control and social reform des
pots,” Diehl said. As an example,
Diehl said that “there Is nothing
government can do to reduce unem
ployment without increasing in
flation.” The only way to combat
unemployment, Diehl continued, is
KALISPELL (AP)—Armed businessmen guarded their stores, citizen "to encourage a tax system which is
groups patrolled the streets and an official state of emergency remained in pro-investment."
Such a system, Diehl said, would
effect Wednesday in the wake of Kalispell’s latest siege of fires.
Fire that hit a motel on Tuesday night, the fourth major fire in a week, increase the number of available jobs
prompted Mayor Norma Happ to declare a state of emergency on Tuesday without governmental interference.
Federal agencies are the tools that
night.
She called on citizen groups and businessmen to help patrol the city, and a the government uses to regulate the
10 p.m. curfew was placed on all persons under age 18.
private lives of Americans, Diehl
Trash fires occurred Tuesday night behind a school and at a shopping said. He pledged that if elected he
center, and there was at least one false alarm.
would move to eliminate many of
Investigators from the state fire marshall's office joined local police and fire those agencies, including the Oc
officials on Wednesday.
cupational Safety and Health Ad
"There are no real solid leads at this time, but it is almost certain that the ministration (OSHA), the Federal
cause of fires is interrelated," said Fire Marshall William Penttila of Helena.
Energy A d m in istra tio n , the
Police Chief LeRoy McDowell said the number of businessmen guarding Interstate Commerce Commission
their stores, some of them with firearms, gave him concern for the safety of his and the Law Enforcement Assistance
policemen.
Administration.
“OSHA,” Diehl said, “ is an agency
"The officers could get shot just rattling doors," the police chief said.
The Kalispell Area Chamber of Commerce announced rewards of “at least using the police powers of the
$2,500 per conviction" for information leading to conviction of the person or government to harass the business
interests of America.”
persons responsible for the fires.
The chamber also asked local businesses to contribute rewards of $100 per
In an interview with the Montana
fire.
Kaimin, Diehl said that Max Baucus,
Local fire officials said Wednesday that arson was not the cause of the most his opponent in the congressional
destructive of the fires, the estimated $2 million fire that hit Hillstead's race and the incumbent represen
Department Store last Wednesday. That blaze, fire officials said, was started tative from Montana's Western Dis
either by malfunctioning electrical equipment or a small propane bottle.
trict, is in favor of maintaining
The day after the Hillstead's fire another blaze destroyed a combination large numbers of federal agencies.
furniture store-apartment building. On Monday night fire damaged a farm im
“ Baucus is trying to get reelected
plement shop.
by buying votes through federal
A man and woman charged separately in connection with some of the fires programs," Diehl said. He also
remained in jail on Wednesday under high bonds.
charged that most congressmen, in

Armed businessmen
guard Kalispell shops

SUB expansion
planned by Hill

cluding Baucus, are controlled by
“ big labor.”
Diehl, a real estate developer from
Helena and a former professor of
economics at the University of Mon
tana, said during the forum that the
"monopoly of big government, big
labor and big business must be
ended.”
The monopoly of the big interests,
Diehl said, is responsible for in
flation. That inflation process began
in 1936, Diehl said, when the big
labor unions pressured the federal
government to increase employment
through federal jobs programs
without decreasing wages. Wages
were kept level through federal
minimum wage laws, he said. Diehl
blamed those laws for making it im
possible for many workers to find
jobs.
“ It's a crime that no one can work
for less than the minimum wage,”
Diehl said.
Diehl was questioned about his
reasons for joining the John Birch
Society, which he described as a
"non-political,
v o l u n t ar y ,
educational organization." Diehl
said he joined the John B irch Society
"because I believe in the principles of
the John Birch Society and I believe
in its educational goals."
During the Kaimin interview, Diehl
became angry about a series of ques
tions on the beliefs of the John Birch
Society.
When asked whether Canada was
controlled by communists, as was
charged in an issue of American
Opinion, an official publication of the
John Birch Society, Diehl said, "I
think you're trying to get me to make
a lot of wild statements that you can
put in the Kaimin."
Diehl said that he did not neces
sarily believe in everything the
• Cont. on p. 10.

WILLIAM DIEHL, Republican
congressional candidate, answers a
question during an ASUM political
forum In the UC mall yesterday.
(Montana Kaimln photo by Glenn
Oakley.)
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Religion
As a
Con
Seventy-five well-known people
gathered in San Francisco recently to
form Born Again, Inc., a profit orien
tated corporation dedicated to levitat
ing born-again Christians into high
political office and out of jail, ac
cording to one of its founders.
Jimmy White Teeth But Black Soul,
currently running for the presidency of
the United States, told the group that
"1976 is the year the Lord will make a
comeback, so jump on the bandwagon
and ride the coattails of the Lord.”
"Amen,” the crowd shouted.
Meat Cleaver, a black revolutionary
leader in the sixties who has just
returned from voluntary exile in Paris
to face an attempted murder charge in
California, told the group, “I was born
again when God, through the ghost of
His most beloved servant J. Edgar
Hoover, assured me that all problems
facing Blacks in this country during the
sixties have been solved by the
government.”
“Hallelujah, brother!” the crowd
shouted.
Meat Cleaver continued, "At that
instant, brothers and sisters, I knew I
had to declare to the world that I’d been
born again. I then contacted the Los
Angeles pigs . . . uh, I mean law en
forcement officials and told them I was
returning. I believe, brothers and
sisters, that with the help of the Lord, I
will be vindicated. If not, He should at
least be helpful if I have to cop a plea.”
Meat Cleaver denied rumors that he
had “found the Lord” only after several
hours in a basement with FBI agents.
White Teeth But Black Soul's sister,

“I tell ya’ Louie, it’d sure be great if abortion was illegal again!”

purported to be a faith healer, told the
audience her biggest miracle to date
has been elevating her brother, an
obscure dental floss farmer from
Georgia, into national prominence.
She said her brother has promised
her a spot on the White House lawn for
her "preachin’ tent” if he is elected
president. She promised the group she
Would begin converting members of
the senate to Born Again, Inc. as soon
as her brother takes office. She
predicted she would be especially
successful when the senators’ terms
were up and they have to run again.

Nelson Dollarfeller, present vice
King of the United States and rich man,
told the audience he and his family are
examples of how God takes care of
those who accept him.
“We never wanted to be rich; really
we didn’t," Dollarfeller told the cheer
ing audience. “Well, maybe a few
houses and a couple of Puerto Rican
servants, but that’s all. I tell you
brothers and sisters, the Lord rewards
those that do His deeds!”
Ronald Rayguns, infamous governor
of Sunstate and unsuccessful can
didate for the Republican presidential

William F. Buckley-------------- -----P r e s id e n ts a n d t h e C h e r r y T r e e
THE OTHER DAY Mr. Hodding Carter III,
publisher of the Delta Democrat Times,
who is a summa cum laude graduate of
Princeton University and also very bright,
gave it as his reason for devoting his full
time energies to the election of Jimmy
Carter that the country was “tired of being
lied to” by its Presidents.
Now those who believe in the further
socialization of American life should go
ahead and vote for Jimmy Carter. But
someone, even if ungarlanded by a summa
cum laude, should apply some cold com
press to the fevered brows of those burning
idealists who believe that Executive Sin
was invented by Nixon-Ford.
Asked about the lies of Mr. Ford, Mr.
Hodding Carter gave two examples. When
asked during his confirmation hearings as
vice-president whether he would run for
president, he said, No, he had no intent of
doing so. And then when he was asked
somewhere along the line whether he
would pardon Richard Nixon, he said he
didn't think that was appropriate. Well, said
Mr. (Hodding) Carter triumphantly—we all
know what happened then. Presumably
when at Princeton the boys were told that
Churchill once said, “Give us the tools and
we'll do the job," Hodding and his
classmates were introduced to moral
squalor.
In his stump speech, Jimmy Carter
reverts ceaselessly to the line that he will
never lie to the American people. He
appears to have convinced some of his dis
ciples that this is literally true. If one were
absolutely certain that itwas, that would be
sufficient reason for voting against Mr.
Carter. Because the American people-

every people—need to be "lied” to every
now and then, in the sense that Ford "lied”
when he said at first he would not grant
pardon, then changed his mind.
Knute Rockne lied to his team as all
cheerleaders must; even as FDR lied when
he said we had nothing to fear but fear
itself, when in fact what we had to fear were
things like hunger, unemployment,
mortgage collectors, Nazis, Communists
and FDR. Professor Hayek has said thatthe
canard that one cannot turn the clock back
Is the equivalent of saying that one cannot
learn from experience. Experience should
be an important teacher, and no one knows
this better than Jimmy Carter. His ex
perience as a governor of Georgia who
sought popularity with his constituency led
him to advocate right to work laws. His ex
perience as a presidential candidate led
him to oppose right to work laws. Is he for
that reason a liar? Or, as Carter said of
Lyndon Johnson, “a liar and a cheat"?
WHEN THE POLITICAL moralists really
want to frighten us these days they dangle
the figure of Richard Nixon before our
memory. I have resolved from this day on to
resist this. My quarrels with Mr. Nixon are
not those of the majority—he gave us price
controls, and an ambivalent policy in In
dochina, and detente with the Soviet
Union, and the apotheosis of Mao Tsetung—that's what I hold mostly against
him. Yet these are the measures that
brought a detente, however temporary, in
his relations with American liberals.
The Nixon they refer to is exclusively the
Nixon of Watergate, the man who
conspired to cover-up. Well, he did it, he
was caught, and he was ousted; so that’s

that. Chicken thieves should not sit in the
Oval Office.
But to suggest that Nixon stands alone in
covering-up illegalities is to advertise a
kind of historical parochialism inap
propriate to a summa cum laude from
Princeton or, for that matter, from San
Quentin U. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, dur
ing 1940 and 1941, got up in the morning,
brushed his teeth, and began a day’s lying
until, weary, he fell off to sleep at night. The
best-seller A Man Called Intrepid is
substantially an account of the dis
simulations and illegal and un
constitutional activity of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, by an ardent admirer who
chronicles the critical aid extended by
Roosevelt to the Allies before Pearl Harbor.
Though I regret the duplicity, I am glad
FDR did it. And I doubt that the Carters,
either Jimmy or Hodding, Will denounce
his memory for it. After all, Roosevelt—
though he was always talking to Robert
Sherwood and other intimates about the
possibility of his impeachment in the event
he was caught out—won: he got the United
States into war. As they say, history is the
polemic of the victor.
Are we saying that there is a place for ly
ing in office? That is an awkward
formulation. What we are saying is that
presidents will "lie". They will change their
minds. They will dissimulate. They will
smile when there is odium in their hearts,
and scowl when they feel serene. They will
denounce lying while lying, and preach
about chastity when they are sinning with
their eyes. On this front there is no relief in
sight.

nomination, made a cameo
appearance after Dollarfeller.
He said he made only one mistake in
his campaign and that was, “I waited
too long to declare that I, too, am a born
again Christian.”
Rev. Sun, prophet leader of a multi
million dollar church and military
financier for the South Korean regime,
was the last speaker at the'meeting.
Sun told the group of powerful men
and women to follow his lead and es
tablish an army of unquestioning
youths to spread the doctrine of Born
Again, Inc. He offered the use of South
Korean prisons for those “doubting
Thomases” that would not accept Born
Again Incorporated’s teachings.
Sun was also overheard offering a
U.S. Army general 15,000 of his
followers, called sunnies, in exchange
for 2,000 machine guns and 16 tanks.
The only loser in this group of illus
trious winners, our correspondent
reported, was Billy Grahamcracker,
confidant and preacher to one of our
more illustrious ex-presidents.
It was reported that Grahamcracker
was last seen selling his custom-made
suits near the entrance to the men's
bathroom.
Bill McKeown
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Schwinden calls discrepancies Building fees committee
in Judge funding understandable to determine own role
By BOB CORRELL
Montana Kaimln Contributing Reporter

Despite 1972 campaign donation
irregularities, Governor Thomas
judge's integ rity-is not an issue in the
1976 campaign, the governor's run
ning mate said Tuesday night.
Dem ocratic candidate for
L ie u te n a n t G o v e rn o r Ted
Schwinden said that the campaign
donation issue is "understandable
but not excusable."
“Politics has never been neat and
clean," Schwinden said. And, viewed
in this perspective, the contribution
issue is “consistent" with the history
of American politics, he said.
Schwinden spoke to about 40
people at a meeting of the Missoula
Democratic Central Committee. His
remarks were made during a question-and-answer session.
Schwinden said Judge did not
benefit personally from any cam
paign dohations.
"I wouldn’t be on the ticket if he
(Judge) had benefited privately,"
Schwinden said.
The candidate said integrity is
“ im perative” in p o liticia n s.
Schwinden said J udge met his “stan
dards" before he (Schwinden)
decided to run with Judge.
Schwinden said “the future of
Montana" is the major issue in the
campaign. He said Montana and
"sister states in the west” are now be
ing asked to be the "energy grainery”
for the nation.
It is necessary to maintain “the
good life" in Montana in the face of
increasing pressure to exploit the
state's resources, Schwinden said.
He said the state can have
development and still be a good
place to live.
Schwinden said he has found
Montanans to be concerned with

three major subjects: inflation,
erosion of confidence in government
and the problems facing rural Mon
tana.

Rural problems, according to
Schwinden, include the price of beef
and grain as well as production and
employment in the timber industry.

INJURED BUT UNDAUNTED, CAROL ALLEN, Junior In elementary
education practices with her co-rec football team, the Space Cadettes. Allen
sprained her hand during a practice session Tuesday. (Montana Kaimln
Photo by Vaughan Ahlgren.)

The new University of Montana
Building Fees Committee will meet
this afternoon to face the task of
defining its own role in supervising
the use of UM’s $500,000 building
fund.
The committee was hurriedly
formed last summer after UM
President Richard Bowers an
nounced plans to use about $656,000
in building funds over a five-year
period to acquire a new computer.
After ASUM President Dave Hill and
the Faculty Senate Executive Com
mittee protested the lack of studentfaculty involvement in the decision,
Bowers delayed the move until the
committee had been formed to
review the arrangement.
But the committee, which met for
the first time in late July, faced an
Aug. 14 deadline. By that date, UM
had to complete the papers for the
transaction, or the deal to obtain
Digital Equipment Corp.’s DEC-20
computer would have fallen through.
The committee declined to review
the arrangement with DEC, citing a
lack of time as the reason. Bowers
then signed the necessary
documents, completing the deal.
The committee members include
chairman Richard Barrett, assistant
professor of economics; Dee Taylor,
professor of anthropology; Robert
Sullivan, UM Law School Dean, and
students Jane Burnham and Scott
Alexander, both Central Board
members.
According to Barrett, the com
mittee will meet this afternoon in an
effort to decide how big a role it
wishes to play in spending UM's
building fund money.
On minor expenditures, Barrett

“An atheist is a man who has po in
visible means of support.”—John
Buchan, Scottish writer and his
torian.
—People's Almanac, 1976

said, the committee will conduct
"post-audits" that allow the ad
ministration to spend the money, and
afterwards justify the expenditure
before the committee.
On major expenditures, Barrett
said, the committee may ask to be
consulted before the administration
moves to spend the money.
But Barrett said the committee and
the administration must first agree
on what expenses are minor enough
to require only a post-audit. The
committee will begin wrestling with
that problem this afternoon, he said.
Barrett also said he will submit his
resignatioh as acting chairman
today, in order to allow the selection
of a permanent chairman. He is not
interested in that post, he said,
because he plans to take a leave of
absence from the UM this winter. Un
til that time, he said, he plans to con
tinue serving on the panel.
Also at this afternoon's meeting,
Barrett said, the committee will ex
amine a request from A. DaleTomlinson, UM fiscal affairs vice president,
to spend $9,450.
But that request, now a month old,
is now largely academic. According
to Tomlinson, “about $5,000 or
$6,000” of the requested money was
spent last month, as the committee
did not meet in time to consider the
request. The money, he said, was
used to refurbish the offices of a
number of UM teaching assistants.

Voter registration
ends tomorrow
Tomorrow is the last day a person
may register to vote in time for the
Nov. 2 elections. Students may
register to vote today at the Food
Service from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. or
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today aQd
tomorrow at the Student Action
Center in the ASUM offices.

Mobil
See Ron or Larry for a
Complete Line of
EL DORADO TIRES
The Golden Line of Safety

Including Steel Belted
and Golden Fury Belted Tires
Also Complete Line
of Snow Tires

Complete Engine Tune-Up
Including Foreign Cars

Brake Work
Exhaust Work
Oil and Lube
C o m p lete C ar Service

ALL MOBIL PRODUCTS
Including MOBIL 1 Oil

Exclusive Service Station Member

Member of the
Golden Grizzlies
Century Club

Student Buying
Power Card
which offers discounts to UM
students and will be issued in
the near future.

L o o k fo r it!

From Full Service
to Self-Service
Pumps
835 East Broadway
Next to Buttrey’s
Across the old Van Buren
Street Foot Bridge

Judge backs in-state pipeline
BILLINGS (AP)—Gov. Thomas
Judge said yesterday that only the
proposed Northern Tier Pipeline
seems to offer a workable alternative
to Canadian plans to curtail crude oil
exports to the United States.
The proposed pipeline would carry
Alaskan oil from the West Coast
across Montana to an existing
pipeline in western Minnesota.
Judge's remarks to the annual
meeting of the Rocky Mountain Ap
prenticeship Conference reiterated
support for construction of the
pipeline.
The governor said Montana must

have a replacement for Canada's
crude oil because closing of the
three refineries in the Billings area
could result in a loss of jobs for 2,115
to 2,755 workers. He said the
refineries are heavily dependent on
imported Canadian crude oil.
He said construction of the
pipeline would result in an estimated
1,950 to 2,660 jobs for each two years
of construction.
Earlier this month, the governor
testified before the House Interior
Subcommittee on Public Lands in
favor of building the Northern Tier
Pipeline.
,
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ACADEMIC SALARY ANALYSIS
FEMALES AS % - 1975-76
OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY: Academic Personnel
Yrs. In Currenc
Classification

Yrs. Of
Experience

Education
Level

Number

Salary

All Professors
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

161
6

19,720
18,510
93.9

15.9
15.2
95.6

8.3
5.7
68.7

All Assoc* Professors
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

112
18

15,668
15,374
98.1

8.9
11.2
125.8

3.6
4.1
113.9

11.7
14.9
127.4

8.5
7.9
92.9

All Asst. Professors
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

121
33

13,574
12,586
92.7

4.6
4.5
97.8

3.7
3.1
83.8

6.8
5.4
79.4

8.3
7.5
90.4

All Instructors
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

17
2Q

12,088
11,648
96.4

3.1
4.6
148.4

3.4
5.0
147.1

4.9
5.9
120.4

7.1
6.8
95.8

All Lecturers
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

11
4

12,809
11,198
87.4

8.5
4.8
56.5

3.7
4.8
129.7

Academic Admlnls.
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

20
3

26,737
19,007
71.1

12.2
11.3
92.6

Yrs. At UM

.

8.7
3.3
37.9

22.1
21.7
98.2 i

.

8.7
8.3
95.4

10.0
6.5
65.0 .

6.8
4.3
63.2

19.5
11.3
58.0

8.6
7.7
89.5

4 Seasons - fifth

Cocktails & Bottle Beer

4:30 - 6:00

^fairway Liquor-^
L iquor S to re & O ffic e Lounge
F a ir w a y Shop p in g C e n te r

Acad. Professionals
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X
Visiting Faculty
Male Average
Female Average
Female As X

4
8

17,553
10,975
62.5

12.2
11.3
92.6

1.8
8.8
488.9

8.0
12.6
157.5

8.0
6.3
78.8

20
2

14,703
14,050
95.6

3.0
9.1303.3

1.9
10.5
552.6

2.8
13.0
464.3

8.56.0
70.6

THE ABOVE TABLE REPRESENTS AN ANALYSIS of University of Montana academic positions and salaries. See
related story below.

UM academic staff is 17 per cent women
A salary analysis of University of
Montana academic personnel
released by the UM Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO)
office shows that of 560 people
employed, only 17 per cent' are
women.
But EEO Officer Kathleen Holden
said yesterday that the hiring
policies at UM make it difficult for
discrimination to occur.
Of 1,335 applicants last year, 167
(12 per cent) were women.

FRI. & SAT. ONLY!
Both Montana Movies
on the Same Program. .

“Of the 41 people that we hired In
1975-76, 10 were women. This
averages out to 24 per cent, almost
double, proportionately, the number
of women who applied for jobs,”
Holden said.
In the academic personel analysis,
(See accompanying tables), 94
women employed average 12 per
cent lower salaries, but the averages
of their educational levels are 15%
less than men.
“Proportionately, fewer women

Do you want to
know where the
action is?
Call Cindy at Studio I
728-9814

hold the doctorate," Holden said.
Holden explained that the figures
appear lopsided because they
represent university-wide averages.
Broken down Into departments, the
figures reflect equal pay for equal
work, she said.
Holden said that if few qualified
people are available, those hired
receive higher salaries. She cited
accounting and business depart
ments as areas that pay competitive
salaries to get qualified people.
The administrator salary analysis
shows nine per cent of this group are
women. Holden said prior practices
excluded wpmen in this area for two
reasons.
“Women have not been in the line
of progression because some opted
not to accept adm inistrative
opportunities while others were
simply discriminated against,” she
said.

goings on
T H E W E S T E R N YOUR
OLD CO W BO Y H ER O ES
W O U L O N T B E C A U G H T D EA D INI
PHONE 728
HWY 93 SOUTH
MISSOULA, MT 59801

CLIIMT EASTWOOD
“THUNDERBOLT
and LIGHTFOOT”

-

• Wildlife Club, film: Room to Live,
7:30 p.m., SC131.
• UM Foreign Students As
sociation, business meeting, 4 p.m.,
Venture Center 108, 109.
• Circle K, 7 p.m., UC Montana
Rooms.
• Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms.
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Best Documentary
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HEARTS
AND
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Tuesday, October 5th

NO COVER

8:00 & 10:00 PM
UC BALLROOM

COCKTAILS AND DRAFT BEER
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Sponsored by Program Council

ACADEMIC SALARY ANALYSIS

KEG HEADQUARTERS

FEMALES AS % - 1975-76
OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY: Academic Administrator
Number

Salary

Yrs. At UM

36,750

2.0

Yrs. In Current
Classification

Yrs. Of
Experience

Education
Level

President
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

1

Vice President
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

1

29,850

6.0

1.0

18.0

9.0

Deans
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

10

27,915

12.2

9.5

20.4

8.8

Asst, to President
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

2.0

22.0

Try Our Deli Sandwiches

W ORDENS

9.0

Open Daily 8 a.m. 'til Midnight
Corner of Higgins & Spruce

Phone 728-9824

HAPPY HOUR!
8-10 Every Night—$1.00 Pitchers

1

21,726

10.0

5.0

10.0

9.0

Directors
Male Average
Female Average
Female as Z

6
2

22,421
17,648
78.7

15.2
12.0
79.0

10.0
2.5
25.0

20.5
12.0
58.5

8.0
7.0
87.5

Legal Counsel
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

1

26,068

14.0

7.0

14.0

9.0

Director (AFIT)
Male Average
Female Average
Female As Z

Plenty of Kegs in Stock
At All Times

New Sandwich Menu
Quality Stereo Sound
Homemade Pizza

Free Pool for the Ladies
4-7 Mon.-Thurs.
Hours: Mon-Sat 11-2
Sun 1-2

1

28,389

8.0

8.0

8.0

9.0

Thfe ABOVE TABLE REPRESENTS AN ANALYSIS of University of Montana administrative personnel positions and
salaries. See related story page 4.

Woodahl cited for contempt of court
HELENA (AP)—A charge of
contempt of the Montana Supreme
Qourt was lodged Wednesday
against the state's chief legal officer,
Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl, who
promptly said he will oppose the rare
action.
An affidavit detailing the charge
was filed with the court by its
designated agent, Bozeman lawyer
Charles F. Angel.
Angel's seven-page affidavit said
Woodahl violated two June orders of
the Supreme Court that prohibited
public statements by lawyers and
judges involved in pending workerscompensation criminal trials.
The affidavit alleged that Woodahl,
through innuendo and inference, ac
cused three district-court judges of
conspiring with defense lawyers to
try to stall the trials beyond the Nov. 2
general election.
Woodahl is the Republican
nominee for governor.
Angel said the attorney general's
statements at an Aug. 12 serviceclub meeting in Sidney "were
calculated and intended to advance
Robert Woodahl's personal and
political ambitions to be the
successful candidate for the
governor of the state of Montana."
The Supreme Court ordered
Woodahl toappearOct.8at9:30a.m.
to show why he should not be con
victed of contempt. The penalty for
contempt could be as much as $500
and five days in jail.
“I intend to vigorously oppose this
action by the Supreme Court,”
Woodahl said after being personally
served with the affidavit by the high
court’s marshal, Charles Anderson.
The attorney general said he
retained James Morrow of Bozeman
as his chief defense counsel.
He said any further comments on
his behalf would have to come from
Morrow.
The contempt proceeding was
ordered by the high court after it was
advised of disparaging remarks
Woodahl had made in Sidney about
District Court Judges M. James
Sorte of Wolf Point, Gordon Bennett
of Helena and Robert Wilson of
Billings.
The affidavit said that, through in
nuendo and inference, Woodahl
"publicly blamed the district courts
involved in looking out for the
interests of the former governor and
his friends and with conspiring with
lawyers representing defendants in
stalling the trials past election time."
At the Supreme Court's initial
hearing on the subject of public
remarks by the attorney general,
Woodahl contended he had made

only statements of fact about the
three judges presiding overworkerscompensation criminal cases.
Angel said in the affidavit that he
believes such statements as
Woodahl made at Sidney "are
calculated to destroy the .integrity
and dignity of the judiciary and were
in direct violation of the intent and
spirit of the order imposed by this
court. . . on June 21.”,
The reference was to an order by
Chief Justice James Harrison that
all lawyers and judges at a June 21
conference before the Supreme
Court refrain from “all public out-ofco u rt statements that may
conceivably influence public opinion
for or against any person or issue."

South Center

The affidavit also was critical of a
statement made by a special as
sistant prosecutor at a June 11 news
conference attended by Woodahl.
The special assistant—Lawrence
Taylor, who has since returned to
California—said there was "an inces
tuous relationship between some
judges and lawyers.”
Angel said that, as a result, “ it
appeared that the rights of the
public, the state, the defendants and
the ju d ic ia r y w ere b e in g
subordinated to personal and ex
traneous ends and purposes."
Morrow, who will represent
Woodahl, has been prominent in
Republican political circlesforyears.
He was a candidate for the U.S.
Senate in 1960.
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A lcohol C o n ten t In B eer
*Source:

Schwarz Services
Boston, Mass.

Technical Consultant To Beer Industry

Michelob
Pabst
Budweiser
Miller
Coors
Olympia
Schlitz Light

5.1%
4.83%
4.8%
4.6%
4.4%
4.3%
3.93%

Z ip B e v e ra g e
Missoula, MT

*100 Guarantee - Draw Partner
*1 PITCHERS

8-BALL BILLIARDS

4-6, 11-12 p.m.

3101 Russell

Featuring:
Roto & Big Sky Mudflaps
Mini Concert Starts at 9:00
Roto at 11:00
$100 Cover

‘Montana’s No. 1 Dive’

Specializing in Sandwiches

Free Soft Drink
with Half Pastrami Sandwich
Thursday & Friday with i.D.
In the alley Behind the Florence
Sandwiched Between Higgins and Ryman.
9:30-5:00 M-W & Sat

Till 8:00 Thurs a Frl

M O N T A N A 'S

Coupon Good For

$200 off on all
HP calculators
Associated Student Store
Offer Void After Oct. 8

LARG EST

W Y A T T ’ S JE W E LR Y

Selection Of Quality

Diamonds. Watch Repairing

3 to 5
Day Service

PIPES & TOBACCOS

Work Guaranteed

Smoking-Sniffing-Rolling

Watches, Jewelry,
Diamonds, Gifts

PIPE REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES

10% Discount
BmkAmimcmo

136 E. Broadway

549-2181

on all Merchandise in Stock.
(Timex Watches Excepted).
110 W. Broadway_____

The Hewlett-Packard first fam ily o f calculators
are in a class by themselves.
Hewlett-Packard built the world’s/irst
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972.
And led the way ever since.
Today, Hewlett-Packard calculators are
recognized, as The First Family by more
than one million owners worldwide. In
cluding Nobel Prize winners, USA-USSR
astronauts, explorers, educators, scientists,
businessmen, and students. Here’s why:

First family design.
Hewlett-Packard was first—and con
tinues to le a d -in the translation of stateof-the-art technology into advanced
calculators.

First family performance.
Hewlett-Packard means the kind of
performance that includes RPN logic with
four-memory stack, a full range of advanced
functions, and much, much more.

First family reliability.
When you buy a Hewlett-Packard
calculator you get one year’s protection on
parts and labor. And a two working-day
turn-around on most repairs.

First family support.
Every calculator comes with its own
comprehensive Owner’s Handbook. In

addition, a complete selection of optional
accessories increases the versatility of the
calculator of your choice. Hewlett-Packard
offers more because Hewlett-Packard’s got
more to offer.

Free booklet while
supplies last.
“What To Look For Before You Buy
An Advanced Calculator” helps you make
a wise purchasing decision. Pick up your
free copy at your campus bookstore. Or
telephone 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) toll-free for the name of
your nearest dealer.

HP-21 Scientific.
N ew low price—$80.00*
The HP-21 makes short work of the technical
calculations even so-called "non-technical” courses require.
If you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithmetic—this is it—especially at its new low price.
♦ 32 built-in functions and operations.
♦ Performs all standard log and trig functions (in radians
or degrees).
♦ Performs rectangular/polar conversion, register
arithmetic and more.
♦ Addressable memory.
♦ Two display modes: Fixed point and scientific.

HP-22 Business Management.
$165.00*
The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of calculations
you face in business courses today, in management
tomorrow. Breeze through business math calculations.
Build existing statistical data into reliable forecasts. If
you’re going into business administration, this is the
calculator for you.
♦ Combines financial, mathematical and statistical
capabilities.
♦ Performs complex time-value-of-money computations
including interest rates.
♦ Performs rates of return and discounted cash flows
for investment analysis.
♦ Performs extended percent calculations, accumulated
interest, amortization, etc.
♦ Ten addressable memories.
♦ Full decimal display control.

HP-25C Scientific Program
mable w ith Continuous
Memory. $200.00*
The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can
solve automatically the repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces. What’s more,
Continuous Memory lets you retain programs and data
even when it’s turned off.
♦ Continuous memory capability.
♦ 72 built-in functions and operations.
♦ Keystroke programmability.
♦ Branching, conditional test and full editing capability.
♦ Bight addressable memories.
♦ We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous
Memory feature) for $145.00*

HP-27 Scientific/Plus. $200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student—
whose course work extends into business administration.
The reason: It features every pre-programmed scientific
function we’ve ever offered, plus comprehensive stat
and financial functions. Thus the name: Scientific/Plus.
♦ 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and trig functions,
15 statistical functions, 10 financial functions—53 in all.
♦1 0 addressable memories—20 memories in all.
♦ 6 selective clearing options gives flexible use of memories.
♦ Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering display formats.

HEWLETT
'Suggested retail price, excluding applicable
Continental U S . Alaska and Hawaii

PACKARD

Sales and sen-ice from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept 658H, 19310 Pruncridgc Avenue. Cupertino. CA 95014-

Jonkel awarded grizzly study grants
Charles Jonkel, a research as
sociate in forestry and affiliate of the
University of Montana wildlife
biology program, has received
grants totaling $61,800 from state
and federal agencies to conduct
research on grizzly bears In
northwest Montana and adjacent
areas.
Jonkel was awarded $25,000 by
the Montana Department of Fish and

Game for the in-state portion of the
studies. He received an additional
$36,800 from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service to extend the grizzly
studies into northern Idaho,
n o rth e a s te rn
W a s h in g to n ,
southeastern British Columbia and
southwestern Alberta.
Information on grizzly bear habitat
in the state portion of Jonkel's

research will be used by the
Department of Fish and Game to im
prove grizzly management practices
in Montana.
Results of Jonkel’s studies will be
used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in delineating forest use
areas and in making a description of
the grizzly bear habitat as a protec
tive measure for the animal.

by Garry Trudeau
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--- news briefs---By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Congress failed yesterday to override President Gerald Ford’s veto of a bill
authorizing $100 million for research to develop automobiles that would
pollute less and burn less fuel. The House overrode the veto, but the Senate
fell 10 votes short of the necessary two-thirds majority. Supporters of the bill
argued that private industry was not doing enough to develop pollution-free,
energy-efficient automobiles. In his veto message Ford said the proposed
research "would unnecessarily duplicate existing authorities and extend into
areas private industry is best equipped to pursue."
A federal civil rights lawsuit against a school and hospital for the mentally
retarded in Montana has been dismissed by U.S. District Court JudgeRussell
Smith of Missoula. Smith said the matter was dismissed because "the United
States has no standing to sue.” The dismissal was filed yesterday In federal
court in Butte, where the lawsuit against Boulder River School and Hospital
was entered. Smith’s order cited a recent federal court decision in Maryland
which also said the Justice Department has no right to enter civil rights suits
on behalf of Individuals. The suit, initiated in 1974, alleged that the level of
care at the institution was so low that the civil rights of residents were being
violated.
Saying he favors Improvement of amateur sports In the United States,
President Gerald Ford signed a bill yesterday allocating more than $49 million
for facilities for the 1980 Winter Olympics at Lake Placid, N.Y. But in a
statement, Ford said he thinks the amount is too much and that he is asking
Commerce Secretary Elliot Richardson to hold spending to $26 million. That
is the amount Ford requested when he submitted the original bill last May.
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A spokesman for former President Richard Nixon said yesterday that a
published report saying the former president will maintain in his memoirs that
he was innocent of any wrongdoing in the Watergate scandal was "false." The
New York Times, quoting knowledgeable publishing sources in Europe and
the United States, said that Nixon will depict Watergate as a partisan scandal
and himself as the victim of enemies out to bring him down. However, Franklin
Gannon, director of research for Nixon’s memoirs, said in a statement
released in San Clemente, Calif.: “The story is false because President Nixon
has not yet written the section of his book dealing with Watergate. Only
Richard Nixon knows what he is going to say about Watergate.”
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A non-credit experience
share, explore, learn, enjoy.

Freshmen Welcome!

Men & Women Wanted
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10% Discount

BankAmerlcard
To Students with I.D.
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K. Ross Toole Books Cheaper than at
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reviews

Bogart has, Hemingway has not in Faulkner’s version
By RON WILCOX
Montana Kalmln Fine Arts Editor

Any film taken from a Hemingway
novel, whose script was partially
written by William Faulknerand stars
Humphrey Bogart is bound to invite
compromise and controversy.
The movie “To Have and Have

TI - 1600*
SR - 50A
SR - 56

Not," which proved to be a rather
liberal adaptation of Hemingway's
novel, is no exception.
Bogart portrays Harry Morgan, a
fishing guide on the island of Martini
que in the Caribbean whose only
loyalties are to himself and his boat.
Walter Brennan portrays his rummie
sidekick, Eddie.'

Both characters run true to their
counterparts in the Hemingway
novel, although their situation is
dramatically different.
The warm relationship that Harry
enjoyed so much with his wife in the
novel was transformed into a pas
sionate love affair with a tempes

In Stock at the
Associated Student Store

threatened to disrupt that life. And
so, Hemingway’s “To Have and Have
Not" contrasted the life of the poor
and the simple with that of the rich
and the powerful.
What remains in the film, then, is a
poor adaptation of a Hemingway
novel and an excellent revision for a
Bogart movie.
Perhaps in no other Bogart film
has Bogart’s wit been so sharp or his
courage as flaunted as in "To Have
and Have Not." There was no trace of
Hemingway’s copper-penny taste of
fear in Bogart's mouth when he
defied the local French government
and threatened to go to the notorious
Devil's Island to free an imprisoned
revolutionary.
And perhaps in no other Bogart
film were the sexual innuendos any
more potent than in the meeting of
Bogart and Bacall in “To Have and
Have Not.”
Hemingway fans may be disap
pointed in the film, now playing at the
Crystal Theater, but Bogart fans are
sure to be delighted.

$*$=
'
$* $*$*
Coupon Good For

*

tuous young woman played by
Lauren Bacall.
And while Harry’s love life fares
considerably better on film, his
health undergoes even more radical
changes in the revision from the
novel to the movie. Unlike
Hemingway’s version of Harry’s fate,
he is spared both his arm and his life
during Faulkner’s writing of the
screen play.
If that was not enough, Faulkner
made sure that all of the poignant
social and political commentary
found in Hemingway's novel is left
out of the film.
It was a well-known fact that
Hemingway's sympathies did not lie
with the rich, as F. Scott Fitzgerald so
painfully learned when The Snows of
Kilimanjaro was published, and he
discovered himself a focal point for
Hemingway’s cynicism under the
pseudonym Julian.
Hemingway did sympathize with
the simple, unspoiled life of Cubans,
however, and sought to dramatize
their plight when political turmoil

I $2 00 o ff o n a n y
I o f a b o v e th r e e

j
j

Offer Void After Oct. 8
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Econom ical basics. Powerful slide rules.
A nd, a programmable powerhouse.
TI-1200

Goes where you go. Adds, sub
tracts, multiplies, divides. Per
centage, too. Automatic constant.
Full floating decimal. 8-digit dis
play. Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.

$995’'

SR-50A

The classic slide rule calculator.
Algebraic keyboard and sum-ofproducts capability with single
function keys. Versatile memory:
add, store, or retrieve data. Set
angles to degrees or radians. Cal
culates to 13-digits, display rounds
to 10. Operates on rechargeable
battery pack.

TI-1250

TI-1600

TI-1650

Everything the TI-1200 has—plus.
Full function memory: add, sub
tract, recall or clear with a single
keystroke. Also, a change sign key.
Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.
$1295*

Super slim. High-styled. Four func
tions. Percent key. Automatic con
stant. 8-digit display is easy on the
eyes. Use it 3 to 5 hours before
recharging. AC adapter/charger
and carrying case.

S uper slim. Powerful 4-key
memory. A change-sign key. Press
the keys just as you would state the
problem. Fast-charge battery off
ers 3 to 5 hours continuous use.
Adapter and carrying case
included.

SR-51A

TI B u sin ess Analyst

SR-56

Even more power. Three user-ac
cessible memories. Least square
linear regression. Factorials. Ran
dom numbers. Permutations.
Mean, variance, and standard de
viation. 20-conversions. And more
—plus, everything that can be done
on the SR-50A. AC adapter/ char
ger included.

Saves working with books of tables
and charts. Financial and statistical
operations are preprogrammed.
Handles: annuity, simple and com
pound interest, sinking fund, amor
tization, cash flow, cost control
and depreciation —and more. AC
adapter/charger and carrying case
included.

Super slide rule that’s program
mable. A powerhouse. 10 memo
ries. 100 program steps. 9 levels of
parentheses, 4 levels of subroutine.
AOS (Algebraic Operating System)
lets you handle complex problems
naturally, left-to-right. Battery
pack, AC adapter/charger and Ap
plications Library.

5995

2 495

$7995*

2 995

4995

1 0995

Special SR-56 $10.00 rebate.

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card post
marked no later than October 31,1976. To apply:
1. Fill out this coupon
2. Fill out special serialized customer information
card inside SR-56 box
3. Return completed coupon and information card to:
Special Campus Offer
P.O. Box 1210
Richardson, Texas 75080

‘ S u g g e s te d re ta il p ric e .
<£> 1976 Texas Instruments Incorporated

City

University

Name of SR-56 Retailer
SR-56 _
------------ Serial No. (from back of calculator)
P lease allow 30 days lor rebate

T e x a s In s t r u m e n t s
IN C O R P O R A T E D
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Faculty Senate to decide
on evaluation standards
Faculty Senate members this
afternoon will get a look at three
alternatives for establishing criteria
fo r rew arding "m e rito rio u s
performance" by University of Mon
tana teachers.
Faculty Senate meets at 3:10 p.m.
in Liberal Arts 11. It includes
representatives of the University's
various schools and departments
who meet the second and fourth
Thursdays of each month as a
governing body for the faculty.
Two alternatives prepared by the
Senate's executive committee reflect
a "grassroots" philosophy that
members of each school and
department should set criteria that
applies to UM's individual units,
James Walsh, chairman of the
Senate, said.
One of the alternatives calls for
retaining the present "machinery"
for determining which teachers are
deserving of promotion, tenure and
merit awards.
According to this plan, recommen
dations are made by a faculty review
committee, and approved or disap
proved by UM Academic Vice
President Arnold Bolle and President
Richard Bowers.
The second plan would delegate
the recommendation function to
review committees in each unit, and
result In "streamlining the whole
process," Walsh said.
A third plan calls for retention of
the present Policy and Procedures
for Faculty Advancement (PAPFA).
This document, adopted in the
spring of 1975, outlinesgeneral stan
dards that apply to all faculty
members.

Applications open
for fellowships
Information about Danforth
Graduate Fellowships for graduate
students interested in teaching at the
college level is available from William
Shepherd, associate professor of
religious studies.
The fellowships are open to
graduates who plan to study for a
Ph.D. in a field common to
undergraduate
liberal arts
curriculum.
About 100 fellowships will be
awarded with stipends not in excess
of $2275 for single students and
$2450 for married stOdents. The
grants can be renewed for up to four
years of graduate study.
About 25 per cent of the grants will
be given to racial and ethnic
minorities.
Inquiries can be directed to
Shepherd at 600 University Ave.,
room 201 or by calling him at 2436273.

Faculty members of some units
who do not perform the traditional
roles of teacher and researcher have
voiced concern about the standards
set in PAPFA. They claim they are
discriminated against because some
of their jobs, such as clinical
supervisor, do not meet the general
criteria.
But more important to the drive to
establish specific criteria for each
unit is a desire by faculty for greater
p a rticip a tio n in the entire
recognition process, Walsh said.
Faculty members want to set the
standards by which they will be
judged, he said. He indicated that
some people support the present
PAPFA standards simply because
"they work." But, he added, most
members of the executive committee
agreed with the philosophy of
separate standards.
Faculty Senate also is involved in a
“large push" to upgrade counseling
on campus, Walsh said. “We are
aware of the lack of adequate
counseling and are working to
provide more.”

C o u n c il c o n s id e r in g R R f o o t b r i d g e
The Missoula City Council is
reconsidering an offer of $63,000
from the Burlington Northern
Railroad that could be used to build a
footbridge over the BN railroad
tracks on the city's north side.
The bridge would give area
residents safer access to businesses
along West Broadway.
A pedestrian bridge crossed the
railroad tracks at Waverly Street until
1967, when the structure was
damaged by a railroad car and the
BN removed the structure.
According to City Engineer Tom
Crowley, BN offered the city $63,000
in compensation after the incident,
but the council refused the money.
The issue was brought back to life
at this year's Sept. 20 council
meeting, when Ward 3 Alderman
John Patterson reported that the
Streets and Traffic Committee
recommended that the city again
decline the $63,000.
Ward 2 Alderman Yvonne Ransavage said she had requested
reconsideration of accepting the
funds.
City Attorney Fred Root explained
that at the time the bridge was
damaged the railroad offered to

either rebuild the structure or give
the city $63,000 as a settlement. Root
said the railroad's only liability is to
repair the structure to its original
condition.
Ransavage said that one reason
City Council originally voted not to
accept the railroad's offer to rebuild
the bridge was because wooden
steps were going to be used and they
would be hazardous for older people
in the winter.
Patterson said that the city
engineer has applied for money from
the federal Economic Development
Fund that, if granted, would be used
to build an automobile and pedes
trian overpass in the Waverly Street
area.
Root added that the railroad does
not have to provide the city with an
underground
or overground
vehicular crossing.
Crowley said he prefers the
overpass to rebuilding the foot
bridge.
Root said he did not know if in
flation would increase the sum
offered by the BN and that he
believed the council has three op
tions. It can take the $63,000, accept
the railroad’s offer to rebuild or

renegotiate the compensation, he
said.
Ward 2 Alderman Stan Healy said
that the Streets and Traffic Com
mittee recommended declining the
money again because if it is accepted
the city will lose a bargaining
position with the railroad.
The item was sent back to the com
mittee for further study.

Student teaching
applications due
Applications to student
teach winter or spring quarters
this year are past due, ac
cording to Robert Jay, director
of student teaching in the
School of Education.
Those seniors who have not
submitted their applications
by Oct. 1 cannot be
guaranteed placement, he
said. A p p lica tio n s are
available in LA133.

Smoking, studying among CSD program topics
The Center for Student De
velopment (CSD) has a number of
programs that try to help students
stop smoking, study better and even
cope with death.
The new CSD facilities in the
basement of the Lodge house the of
fices of Counseling, Career Planning
and Placement Services, Career
Resource Center, Academic Ad
vising, Minority Counseling,
Veteran's Counseling, Handicapped
Student Advising and Foreign
Student Advising, all of which were
scattered' around the campus until
the new offices opened last spring.
New programs offered as part of
the CSD services include a Vietnamera veteran’s discussion group,
alcohol and drug abuse counseling
and a program called “ Death as a
Part of Life.”
The veterans' group is described in
the CSD newsletter as a veterans’
get-together which will focus on
solving problems that veterans have
on campus. Bill Romeo, CSD
counselor, will head the discussion
group.
The alcohol and drug abuse
counseling program is offered to as
sist- those who wish to reduce or
eliminate the use of alcohol or drugs
in their lives, according to the
Center. Romeo will also head this
program.
Death as a Part of Life, the newest
CSD program, is an experimental

program designed to help people
cope with death by sharing fears,
questions and feelings about it.
The group will meet from 7 to
9 p.m. on Tuesdays with Claudia
Knauss, graduate student in
guidance and counseling. Those
wanting to participate in the program
should sign up at the CSD office
before Oct. 8. Enrollment will be
limited.
There will two programs to help
students with studying problems,
one through the education school
and the other through the CSD of
fice.
M ic h a e l T a il a n d R o d g e r B u rto n

The education school is offering
two sections of Education 195,
Academic Reinforcement, Fall
Quarter. Credit is offered for the
courses, but can not be counted
towards graduation.
The class deals with study skills,
notetaking, test taking, budgeting
time and other topics.
The CSD program, developed by
Romeo, will involve two sessions,
one dealing with specific study skills
problems and the other dealing with
relaxing as a way to improve concen
tration and memory.
Helen Watkins, CSD counselor,
will head a weight reduction group

starting Oct. 4 for people who have at
least 10 pounds to lose. The group
approach to weight reduction em
phasizes behavior modification and
group interaction. The goal of the
program is to change eating patterns
instead of dieting.
Watkins will also run a five session
program designed to help students
stop smoking using a relaxationconcentration approach.
In addition, she will conduct a
Parent Effectiveness Training
program to help parents learn to
resolve problems with their children.
Meetings will be on Mondays begin
ning Oct. 4 from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
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Students’ Special
Grizzly Baseball Hats
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THIRD AT HIGGINS
(101 S. 3rd WEST)

______

BUY-SELL-TRADE
LP’s AND TAPES

20% off

‘ Intramural Football Uniform Supplies
*P. E. Supplies
“Missoula’s Most Complete Athletic Store”
137 East Main Street - Missoula, MT 59801 721-1350

Everyone Knows

>•Clip and Save •

JB L
Is The Best!
Come in and
find out why

J •B o iti

\Basics
Clip this coupon for a free
refutable bottle with a 4 ounce.
8 ounce, or 16 ounce purchase
of any hair or skin care product.,
Offer good thru Oct. 31. 1976. |

In the Potpourri
201 N. Higgins

JBL's new Decade 26. Some people at JBL
think that this loudspeaker is one of the best
two-way systems they make. Three grille
colors. Natural oak cabinet. Except for the
price, it sounds expensive.

E le c tro n ic
P a rts C o .
1030 South Ave. W.
“Across from the Fairgrounds”

• Clip and Save •

classified ads
1. LOST AND FOUND
BOOK FOUND on bike in front of the Journalism
building on Monday. Sept. 27th. Identify and claim
in J206A.
004-2
FOUND: MALE, black and tan German Shepherd,
Malmutt cross. Has black collar. Call 721-2489
after 7 p.m.
003-3
DEERHORN PENDANT with painting of duck.
Found behind Forestry building. Found on Sept.
20. Call 728-8158.
003-4LIGHT CARAMEL-colored male cat wearing yellow
belled collar with red Colorado rabies tag. Last
seen Friday a.m. Answers to the name Klem. Lost
in vicinity of Hastings and Arthur. Call 243-5771 or
728-7428. Reward.
002-4
2. PERSONALS
BRING OPANCE7? Is a 6-pack enough?
004-1
CHIMNEY CORNER COFFEEHOUSE: Live music
tonight. Open 7:30 in the morning. Across from
Jesse Hall.
004-1
NEXT, MY roommates & a couple friends all started
this contest — strapping girls. How macho!! I told
them I'm not entering it. They all laughed & said I
was pussy whipped. What if I am? It’s my life, if I
* choose to stay loyal I will. TOUCH
004-1
NEEDED: DESPERATELY! Dog trainer for behavior
problem — contact Underdog 243-5337.
004-1
ITS BEEN a fantastic four months. I Love You.
004-1
OCT. 1 is the deadline — register to vote by then at
the Student Action Center in the ASUM offices.
003-3
COLLEGE MEN interested in helping Cub Scouts.
Call Del Graves. 549-0603.
003-2
PRINT SALE Ferdinand Roten Galleries, of
Baltimore, in UC Mall on Thurs., Sept. 30, 10-4
p.m.
003-2
JUST WALK IN. THE WALK-IN is open Monday thru
Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and every night from 8 to 12
p.m. It is in the Health Service building across the
Clover Bowl from Brantly Hall at the entrance near
the Music and Law schools.
003-3
PAST SEARCHER’S, need your address and phone
number. Call Deena Barber 728-5102 or Ed
Brunell 728-5481.
003-3
ATTENTION Christopher Bonawitz. we're trying to
locate you, please write Box 42, Fairmont Hot
Springs, B.C. or phone 345-6379, Debi & Monroe.
002-3
4. HELP WANTED
LIKE VARIETY AND WORKING WITH PEOPLE?
Interested in student issues and a busy, active

CB m em bers..

office to work in? Apply now for the work-study
secretarial positions open in the ASUM Offices —
U.C.105.
004-3

GARAGE SALE — Sat. Oct. 2 all day. Furniture,
household items, clothes & sporting goods. 1403
S. 6th W.
004-2

WORK AVAILABLE. Lodge Food Service has a few
work-study positions available now. Please apply
at Lodge Concorse Office or call 243-4332 for
Information.
004-2

K-2 SKI IS 244 length 185cm with Look Nevada
bindings. Also K-2 Flow boots size 9. Call 7284966.
004-2

WANTED: ELIGIBLE young females to escort roving
playboy on rounds — contact Steve, 243-4186.
004-1
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY) Work at
home — no experience necessary — excellent
pay. Write American Service, 6950 Wayzata Blvd .
Suite 132, Minneapolis, Mn. 55426
004-21
CONCERNED ABOUT the increasing prices in the
Copper Commons? Voice your opinion on
Student Union Board. Applications are now being
accepted in the ASUM offices, U.C.105.
003-3
7. SERVICES
VW REPAIR. Well trained, experienced, reasonable.
John. 728-5382.
003-5
9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDE NEEDED to Billings on Fri., OcL 1. will share
gas and driving. Call Bob at 243-5387.
004-2
NEED A ride to Denver. Help pay for gas. Collect —
642-3776.
004-4
RIDE NEEDED: Good pay. Monday to Friday, 8 to 5.
Merily, 243-4912. Vicinity of 23rd and 43rd streets
to & from U.
003-4
RIDERS NEEDED: To Spokane. Leave Friday
afternoon, Oct. 1, return Sunday, Oct. 3. Call Mike
549-3092 or see at Liberal Arts room 339 12:00 to
2:00 every week-day.
003-4
RIDE NEEDED between Florence and campus daily.
Hours flexible. Will share gas. Call Cheryl at 2736195 after five.
003-3
I NEED someone to drive my pickup to Seattle
before OcL 8. References needed. Gas will be
paid. See Sunny at 517 East Main. Apt. # 1.
003-3
RIDE NEEDED: from E. Vista St. (up hill behind KMart) to school and back daily. Will help pay gas.
Sandy. 728-7239.
002-4
RIDE NEEDED: to Great Falls on Friday, October 1.
Call Carol, 549-5685 or 728-4642. Share expenses.
001-4
11. FOR SALE
PEUGOT 10 speed — best offer. Black & white T.V.
— $80. 728-2446.
004-2
GOOD MANUAL typewriter. $75. 721-1615. 004-3
THE ASSOCIATED Student Store is building a
complete selection of Science Fiction. Come look!
Buy!
004-2

FULL SET of Beatles cassettes (52 tapes) in like
new condition. Difficult to assemble. Inquire at
Memory Banke, 728-5780.
003-3
ALL $6.96 list albums now $3.99 to $4.89everyday @
Memory Banke. 140 E. Broadway, downtown, 7285780.
003-3
CAMPANIA PRO 21” — 1 yr. old. excellent
condition. Best offer. 728-2429 or 721-2955.
003-3
BRITISH IMPORTS. Jazz, Blue Grass, Fold and
other types of albums which are difficult to find are
at the Memory Banke, 140 East Broadway,
downtown.
003-3
GOOD DEALI Hundreds of used albums and tapes
all fully guaranteed and priced right Guaranteed
not a rip-off. The Memory Banke, 140 East
Broadway, 728-5780.
003-3
76 GE 19” TV. Call 258-6805, 5-8 p.m.

(criminals) should be killed. I’m in
favor of capital punishment." Diehl
said that capital punishment should
be given to anyone convicted of kill
ing a police officer or prison guard,
and that a mandatory sentence be re
quired for commission of a crime
with a firearm.
During the forum in the UC Mall,
Diehl was asked about his stand on
federal equal opportunity legislation.
“When government undertakes to
promote justice then it promotes in
justice itself,” Diehl said. "People
ought to be able to carry on their ac
tivities as long as they don’t hurt
anyone else.” Diehl added that he
was against discrimination, "but for
government to go out and promote
integration is an injustice itself,”
Earlier in the forum a questioner
had prompted some audience ap
plause when he asked Diehl if he
would support repeal of the mari
juana laws as a step toward "getting
government off our backs.”

Intramural Leagues Forming!
Men’s 3-man teams

Co-rec mixed fours

Short, who said the Special
Allocation fund contained “a little
more than $20,000" before last
night's action, supported all five
special requests.
A spokesman for the soccer club
Said it planned to use its $150 to
purchase equipment.

002-4

REMARKABLE set of books "GREAT BOOKS OF
THE WESTERN WORLD” — a compendium of the
finest minds of the western world. Bookcase
included. See at 542 South 3rd West or call 7280613.
002-4
AMERICAN OPTICAL three pense MICROSCOPE.
Previously used in Pathology lab. 676-5058.
002-4
13. BICYCLES
FOR SALE: Schwinn Varsity 10-speed — $50.00.
Also 5-speed AMF — $25.00. Call Chris at 7286881.
003-3
BICYCLES — Several types, speeds for sale. 5435209.
002-3
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! 914 Judy
Road. E. Missoula. Rent can be arranged. 002-4
20. MISCELLANEOUS
CREPE PAPER in quantities for the Big Parade. 10%
discount to students with I.D.
004-4
21. ALTERNATE LIVING
NEED A place to live? Check out a tipi. 14,16,18, and
20 footers w/llners. BLUE STAR TIPIS. Phone
728-1738.
002-8

Diehl responded by saying that “ I,
as a parent and as an individual, have
a right to protect my children from
exposure to it.”
On the matter of abortion, Diehl
said that he supported the “ pro-life"
amendment which would prohibit
abortion. He said that “abortion is
murder.”
On other issues, Diehl said that:
• Concerning the Equal Rights
Amendment, he was “for the equal,
for the rights, but not for the
amendment.” Diehl said he feared
that the amendment would "detract
from women’s status as individuals.”
• He believes the United States
should remain militarily superior to,
or on a par with, the Soviet Union.
• He opposes American as
sistance to any communist nation.
Diehl added that he is opposed to
assistance to any nation that is ruled
by a dictator, regardless of that
nation’s economic or social
philosophy.

I WANT TO BE out with the trees, the birds, the bees but. . . I've already paid
my tuition fees. This particular swatch of trees is part of the trail to Deer
Lake, In the Spanish Peaks Wilderness Area, south of Bozeman. (Montana
Kaimin photo by Glenn Oakley.)

___
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• Cont. from p. 1.
meetwith the present members Mon
day at 5 p.m. to see if they support his
ideas.
The present members are Karen
Strobel, sophomore in business ad
ministration; Martha Hazen, junior in
interpersonal communication, and
Kathryn Wilske, sophomore in his
tory and political science.

Strobel was the only member who
could be reached for comment. She
said that she was not familiar enough
with Hill’s proposals to comment on
them.
Four vacancies need to be filled on
the board. Hill urged any student
interested to pick up an application
at the ASUM offices. No deadline for
applications has been set

C o m p le te S e le c tio n o f
H a rd c o p y & P a p e rb a c k
D ic tio n a r ie s
A ssociated S tu dent S to re

VETERANS

Organizational meeting 7:00 Thurs. Sept. 30

Organizational meeting 7:00 Mon. Oct. 4

Gymnastic Club's request for a
special allocation of $1,341.50.
ASUM Vice President Pat Pomeroy
had moved for the delay, in order,
she said, to give delegates time to
study the request. The board ap
proved her motion, 10 to 9, on a show
of hands, thereby delaying action on
ASUM Business Manager Dan
Short’s motion to support the re
quest.

ROSIGNOL ST650 skis, 195 cm. Look Nevada
bindings and Kastinger boots, sz. 8%. 728-2467
after 5 p.m.
002-4

D ie h l.. _____
• Cont. from p. 1.
leaders of the John Birch Society
believe.
But he said, “ I do believe that there
is a conspiracy afoot" to achieve
communist world domination.
“The basic conspirators,” Diehl
said, “are the financial elite." Diehl
said that David Rockefeller,
chairman of the board of directors of
the Chase Manhattan Bank in New
York, was “ the number one
conspirator." Diehl added that
former President Richard Nixon was
“just a tool” of that elite group.
Diehl also said in the interviewthat
he was "absolutely" opposed to gun
control in any form, and said that if
elected he would work for the repeal
of the 1968 Federal Gun Control Act.
“The solution to the crime rate lies
in the courts,” Diehl said. “The
reason they’ve got so many crimes is
that the price of committing a crime
is too low.”
Diehl added that “some of them

• Cont. from p. 1.
through March, 1977, for publication
in the newspaper.
Krim told the board that Buckley's
column, which is written from a
politically conservative viewpoint,
would "balance" that of Jack
Anderson. The Kaimin already
carries Anderson's column.
The board approved Krim’s re
quest unanimously on avoicevote. It
thereby reversed its decision of last
spring, when it refused to allocate
the money during budgeting.
Krlm last night told the board that
when the Kaimin carried Buckley’s
column last spring, it was "well-read
and well-received.”
The board also voted to delay for
one week consideration of the UM
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MONTANA SNOW BOWL
SPECIAL SEASON PASS SALE
FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
*
15% OFF
(Ending Oct. 9)
New Intermediate Run
Fantastic!
Financial Arrangements Available
■-

SNOW BOWL
721-2281 or 549-9777
Thru Oct. 9

Let me explain how one
elective course added to your
schedule now can enhance your
future in any career field.
Please contact me:

Major Bill Holton
243-2681 or 243-4191
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.
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